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ABSTBACT 
Us'rag the ~s  th~ (t) much of the eomb~odel matrix ~ to date has 
been o~neer-=~ ,~ ~ =  of Uees and (~.~ trees, =s d~gr=~, have many 
Uni t  ~=~d pro~~ we ~ seve~ 8=su~ of matrices ~ can vrob- 
~ ly  be meeeufully invited wi~ the help of eomb~mto~ ~~.  These elms= 
~--ffi~ the follow.g: (a) Un~path~e nuances, a class derived by ~ g  the ~ew/  
that (in the ~b le  case) the ~graph defined in the ustud way is ~ng and 
~I~th ic  if it is a tree. (b) Bipartite matrices, a class obtained by retaining the 
property ~ a tree is a b /~ digraph. ~ mstrk~ are closely related to 
~yc l ie  matrices, bet they are not the same ch~. (c) Matrices such ~ their ~gr~ph 
has at least- one eye~ d length p and p~ longer eyde. ~e  ~~.~.~ .~ an obviou~ 
ge~e~~".n  of trees° They. ~ ~ ~  ~ ~e~  ~r s~n_ ~..~_~ _h_~es of p (~|_~__'_ve to 
the size of the nuaz=). (e) Hemabe~ =mi~es, beemu~ the~ ~ v e  prtad~] 
mir~r~ c~.~ be ~o~ to always atisfy a d~erence equation and therefore are one sort 
of ~en~on of the trkltagonal matrices outside of the ~ of trees. (e) Matrices 
.whA,,~ are such that ~e digraph is a k-tree for k > 1, in ~e~¢ the t-tre=. It is easy 
to show thai: k-grees are a nahn~ gen~on of ~ o_=~d ~ey m~,~..e ~e .~nd 
nu~ees (five dte~n~ matrices are, for e~~:  ~) .  
I. ~ODUC'HON 
recent yesrs eombinato_~.9] ~s~_  ~ys~ h~ had some of its most 
conspicuous ~~ in de~g the many special proper~es ~]o~g to 
A~ n~riees A for w~deh D(.~==, ~h==e ¢~graph of A, is s =~'~=~=~. Wc at6 dose to 
hang a rea~n~]y  ~p]e~:~ ~eo~ o~ such ~s~e~,  and any a~c~pt 
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the major papers are included in the following ]i~ of references: [1-3, 6, 7, 9, 
10, 13, 18-~I].) 
It is not s '~p:~g ~.J~t he theory of trees should be the first part of the 
subject to be ~ ~ .  The f~t is that such matrices occur ~ ~ astonishing 
variety of problems in app~ed mathe~cs  and in numerical n~ysis. Recent 
research {7] into stability problem has shown that all sign stable 
systems invo|ve matrix trees. ALso ~,  ~..~,l__ariy caterpillars [8, 16], have 
been shown to play a cr-,~o.....J ,o]e in the study of maximal L-matrices. Thus, if 
not pre~ctab]e, it is at ]east c]eor in retrospect why matrices with tree graphs 
would be among the first classes of matrices widely and su~y studied 
with the help of combinatorial methods. 
Given the above facts, it is an interesting exercise to attempt to pe~r into 
the future with the idea of suggssting dimctio~ in which reseaxeh might 
proceed. To achieve ~ end we adopt an approach which n/ay be char- 
~.cte~ as purely structt_n~. In order to have a ~~1 point of view. we 
~u~iete wi~ the n X n ~ matr~. A = [a,j] the dim~aph 1)(A)= (V, E) 
where  the  vP -~e v _ ~"~ Iv  ,-1_ ~ - -  '  • = t~,=,-.., n ~ and the are (i, ]) ~ E i[ and ~'Ay 
a i~ ~ 0 for ; ~- ]. Since D(A) so define~ oes not take account of whether or 
not the diagonal elements of A are nonzero, we suppose that there is a 
d i s t in~ed subset V o c V. The point i ~ V o if a ,  ~ 0. ]~nus the combina- 
torial entity assc~-iated with "'- 
subset Vo of v. 
Some m~ers of terminology sho-~d be cleared up before we continue. A
digraph D-  (V, E), where V is the vertex set and E the are set, so we use 
the terms vertex and are in re |e~g to digraphs. A graph G - (V,  E), where 
V is the vertex set and E is the edge set, so we .use the terms vertex and edge 
in referring to graphs. We always regard graphs as being synunetrie digraphs. 
This enables us to have at hand both G and its underlying digraph D. 
edge of G eorrespon& to a pair of oppositely directed ares of D. It follows, 
for example, that G win be connected if and only if its underlying digraph/3 
is strongly connected. Also we always use the terms path and cycle to meav 
s~p]e path and cycle, respectively. 
The shove eonvenHons m~.~n ~at the only matrices with w~ch w~ 
~emte  a graph G(A) are the combinatori~y s mmetric matrices, t~at is, 
~a~c~s A such that a~ 4:0 for ~ ~ j if and only if a,, ~ 0 also. 
From the point of ~ew of the theory of digraphs a tree is a weakl~ 
connecte~ digraph w~ no cycles of length greater than two. If G(A) is 
tree and strongly connecte~, then D(A) is a ~_~net~c ~gmph, i,e., A 
co~binator~a~y s mm©tr~c, and we ~-~-.osv G(A) if we so desire. In ",,~cr t( 
p~t  our c~~o~ of - " ma~ccs we ~h~ii, for dmp~cRy, ~n,%~e ourse|ve~ 
various vrovcrtics o~ trc~s. We ~not~ the class of ~atr~ccs A ~t~ch thai 
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G(A) "=~ ~ ~ ~y #':. By our conventions in~ueed above, A is a 
combh~to~y symmc~3"ic nmtr~. 
L ¢ we ~,,~, ~-~ph ~eoretie~y, trees are among the mob~ important 
~P ~_ IL~ graphs (or digraphs) because m me nmay p~rt ies  ~ey enjoy. As we she]] 
~:~, by coneen~',~g ~ ~_~,ia] ~~rt ies  of trees we can srnve at sevem~ 
interesting and potentially useful c ~lasses • of matrices. The remainder of our 
work wfl] consist in imp|ementing this idea. 
In ~ g  v-~ious classes of matrices the io~owing notation wfl] be 
useful. If A ~ X, where X is some matri_x class, we say A ~ X o if A ~ X and 
a ,  ffi 0, ~ ffi 1,2,.... n. Thus A ~ ~o means that G(A) is a vree and a~, = 0, 
i ffi 1,2,.. . ,  n. 
~. UNIPATHIC ~A~C~ (THE CL~$ ~)  
An impo~t  property" of any tree T is that, given any two ver t i~  ~ T, 
there is ex,~iiy one path joining them. In the book [5] the ~ncept of a 
unipat}dc digraph is introduced. These digraphs have the property that given 
any two vertices u and o of D there is at most one path from u to v. If we 
aim want D to be strong, then there is exactiy one path in D from u to 
(and also, of course, from v to u). We shall ~y that the ~mtdx A is unipathic 
(A e qt) if D(A) is strong and unipatldc. 
The matrix A is unipa~ic and combinatorialiy s mmetric if and only fl 
A ~ ,Y-. ~ the other hand, if D(A) is a cycle of |ength p for any p >t 2, ~en 
A is unipat~e. ~ the unil~t!dc matrices gene~ ~_e trees. 
T'ne c~ ~" ~ be conbt:ructed in a ve.,y ~.n~e way. Indeed, let D O be 8 
d/graph and mppose v is a vertex of D o. Construct a new digraph as foI!ows, 
We adjoin to D O new vertices v t, v2, . . . ,  %-1 and arcs (v, vl)~ 
~1o . . . . . .  
"- ,,.~, ,(v._~,%_t),(%_x,o). Now let 7o be the set of all ~p~ 
constructed by stexting wi~ a given cycie o~ length q~ >I S and applying t~ 
above constmc~on for some finite sequence qt,..., q, of vsiues of q. T~e~ 
the c ]~ 70 is the ~_me as ~'. Two c~plcs  ~e ~ow~ i~ Figure i. 
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Fxo. 2. A ¢~mi~uction of a ~mipathic digraph starting ~th the 3-cycle w 1. 
In Figure 2 we illustrate the above construction. Here the labeling of the 
cycles indicates the order L-~ which the cycles might be adjoined. 
The mfipat~c digraphs and hence matrices in ~ enjoy many interesting 
properties. 
it is natured to ask fi one can ~ con~,~t  evc.~, strong and u~pa~c 
digraph by starting with a tree and app|ying appropriate operations. It ~ .  
be shown that the answer is yes. Let T be a tree. We introd-uc~ the following 
two operations: 
(i) Adjoin to the tree T a chord, and orient the resulting cycle. 
(fi) Rephce an arc d D(T) by a directed path. 
Now we start with a tree T and apply mccessively the above operations in 
~iy order in such a way that every edge of T is replaced and any pair d 
cycles either is disjoint or intersects at a single point. It can be shown that 
Du(T ), the resulting digraph, is an element of ~. Note, however, that we do 
not ob~in an element of ~° un~ every edge d T has been rep-mced. 
Here are some examples° 
J.~t T be a star as ~n in Figure 3. Ap'~lying operation 
(fi) to e~ch of the ~,n - ]) arcs of D(T) leads to a cluster or ~taf of cycles. In 
~2 
rt 
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/ 2 ;¢ m~-,? 
F~o. 4. A caterpillar. 
case D consists of n -  1 cycles (n >I ~) o[ var}qng ]eng~das. The _,~_~e- 
~nd ing  matrix gene~ the bordered .,~,~..,~ "~" . . . . .  ~ ma~.x. 
~ L ~  2.2. Let T be the caterpillar shown in Figure 4. (We remind 
the reader that a caterpillar is a tree with ~.e property/~hat remova! of an 
pendent vertices re~]~ ;~ a path.) We first apply operation (i) by ]o~ng 
. .^~ o and m-  o tm> 6) by an edge creating a cycle which we then 
orient. We then apply operation (fi) to each of t~e rem~ning ares. The 
resulting digraph D consists of a cycle c o of length m o, m c >i 2, together with 
m o +2 disjoint cycles cvca,...,Cmo+a of |engths lVla,...,lmo+~, 1~ 2, i--  
1,2,..., m o + 2, having the property that each c~ intersets co at a unique 
vertex of c o . 
~LE 2.3. For fixed m >t 2 let T be a path of length m + 1. Apply 
~t .~, , , ,  (fi) to ~T) .  ~~g digraph consists of a chain 
of  cycles c v c~,..., c m of lengths I v l~,..., Ira, li>~ 2, i ffi i ,2,. . . ,  m, inch that 
c.~ N c,+ l, consists of the unique vertex i + 1 for ~ ~ {I,2,..., m-  !}, and 
c~ N c l ffi O otherwise. This generalizes the tridiagona] matrices. 
The digraph D of Example 2.2 cannot be obtained by using only 
operations of type (fi). On the other baud, there are cases of Example 2.3 
which c~_ not be obtained by using only operations of type (i). Thu~ both 
types of oper~Uons are required. There are, of course, many types of 
unipathic digraphs other than those of the er~np]es. 
Now let us observe that if A ~ ~ w i~ ~ nol~zero e|ements not on the 
principa] diagona|, then n ~< ~ ~ 2n-  2. For a ~ven n all values of ~ are 
~b]e .  The minimum value of ~ occurs when A is a ~rected cycle, and 
~¢ ~~um value when A is a tree. 
Let us c~ a matrL~ combina~l ly  regular if it has the property that for 
e~ch i the n~.ber  ef nonzero e|emen~ in ~,~- i ~ t_he m!~_.r of 
nonzere ]e~en~ m co]~nn L Then we observe that ff A ~ ~ it is e~bma-  
tor~ly re~.  This means that we can ~_~_~cL~te w~t~ each matr~ A ~ ~' a 
~uenee ~,  ~. .o ,  ~, of ~teger~, where ~ --- number o~ non~ero elements 
row {eo|~)  ~ o~ ~ ---~"- . . . .  ~ ~'"~ ~" ~mP]~ ff A ~ ~¢ ~ a cycle 
we have ~ = ~s - ""  = 8, - 1, wb~le if A is a tr~diagonal matr~, 8~ - ~, - I, 
8 s ffi --. ffi ~,_ ~ - 2. C]early we must have n ~< Z~'. ~8~ ~< 2n - 2. Obviously 
the sequence (~,..., ~)  provides insig~" t L.~to the struc~nv of A. 
A hnther property of A e @ can be formulated by suppmmg that D(A) 
contains • cycles, c~,..., c,. Letting ~ be the index set for the cycle c~, 
k ffi 1,2,..., ~, we have that I#f3 I~ ~ or it contains aunique index. We also 
..... _--~_~ _-- - we !or ~: ,  j ~ the eorre- l,~,~,..~,~ " I~2 v l  ~ ~ t ~ . . .  l . . . . .  ! I t  ~ {~,@.  ,~) .  ~ . - -  ~t -Lz  ~r~ I_ 
sponding principal submatrix of A. We can then rder to the set 
{ A[#~], A[~s],..., A[~,]} as the set of d~ngu~shed ~~al  ~~ce~ of 
A, DPS(A). We say that A[I~] and A[i~] in DPS(A) are ad]~ if 
~n ~l ffi ~; o~erw~ A[~] and A[~] are d~omt. Observe that each ~, 
= 1,2,..., t,, has a uni~e|y determined subset I~. o of indices which it 
shares with other elements of the set { I~,..., I, }, [I~,o] >i I. On the other 
~u,~'~-'~ each inch index ~ belongs ~ ~ ~---~ ~-~._~ . . .  ,_~ ~hese sets, and the number 
of them to which it belongs equals ~,. If [I~,o[--1, we call the principal 
Obvimm]y each of the distinguishe~d principal submatrices i  itseff a 
directed cycle. Mo__reover, these am the ~v wrincL~d submatfices having 
inch a s~ple form. It seems cydte likely, therefore, that most of the 
important properties of A e q~ can be derived in terms of these matrices and 
~,~' . ,~i~. , '~~ ~,~-~Z.~.,~ ~OZ'~,~ 
3. B~PABTITE MA~-TdCES 
A second fundamental property of trees is that they are always bipartite. 
It ~ _~w to ~ that ~ G(A) is a tree one may find a permutation mat~ P 
such that 
prAp = [Dl A l i  
A, D~' (]) 
where D l is a (sq~___~) diagonal matrix of order r, 1 ~< r ~< n-  1, and D 2 is 
~'.~go~=s_~_ of order n -  r_. Hen~ it ~ natural to c~nsider the class ~ of 
matrices pern~utabIe into the form (1). When such a rna~ is/xreducible, it 
turns out that ~tA)  is a bipartite digraph. Moreover, a strong digraph is 
bipartite if and only if every' cycle ~ even ienlf~. 
Observe that matrices in the class 8 o are P~cyclic in the sense intr~uced 
by F~n ius  (s~, for ee~nple, [17]). A great de~d is known about such 
ma~c~ in gcn~r~, but the results need to be extended to ,~---~ ~~,  
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The bitmrtite matrices ~-.ave a nonempty intersection with un i te  
matrices. Obviously a m~i~c ma~ -~ b i~te  ff and only if e~ ~ i~ 
cycles have even length. It ~ likely that an ~ t  place to 
g~ne~g ~ ~,~__,-,,o~ ~ ~ is to the class of bipartite, zmiimthic ~ees .  
Observe that the o~y matrices in th~ inteneeeon w~ me comb~r~y 
symme~¢ are the trees themselves_. On the other hand, the ~ of bipartite 
m trices includes all combinatofially ~et r i c  nm~ces lmv~ng cycles of 
even length only. 
Here is a new result about bilm~te nmtrices, the proof of which is 
to the proof of a result on matrices with tree graphs in [11]. 
XnX n. 
Other theorems can be obtained, and there ere many inte_rsting spee~ 
e~.es  of t . - .~ .~ ~~.  ~,~_ ~_~_~.~ ,~ ey~m~_-~_ here. 
~Le 3.i C-rhonms~en [16]). Let G ~ a gr~_@h and [x, V] an _edge of 
. .1  • .1 .  • G. ~ e  the ~ construction tobe [x, z t, zg, v J, Le., we mjoln to G ~e 
new ve_~ces z t and z~ and three new edges [x, zx], [z x, z2], and [z~, y]. A 
graph G is a -~c%~~ if it can k~ obtained from a ~-~/de z4 by a finite 
~-~.lence of 3-path constmctiom. (See Figure 5.) C]e~y every 4-cockade is
biIm~_'~ by i~ construction and con~ an even number of vetices. The 
n~mber of edges in a 4-cockade on 2n vertices is 3n-  2. Thin when A ~ a 
e ~kade,  the matrices A t and A s are n × n b|m:ks. Mo~over. ~-e can 
always label the vertices of the 4-cockade in such a way ~ the elements on 
the principal d~gcns! of At and .A~ ~ no-~-_~ and such that each of them 
! i 
F~c. 5. Two ~ ~ .  
E 
ha~ exactly n -  i nonzero dements above and n -  1 demen~ below the 
principal diagonal 
A]~_~_g~ Thomas~n asserts that every 4.cockade can be mapped onto a 
tree, t]m does not appear to be ~.  Nevertheless, it would be of con~er-  
ab|e" . . . . . . . . . . .  -~---'~-J ~e  . . . .  ~ ' "  d _ .A~, . .~ . . ,  ..,~,,k ,,.. ,,,,mh~.,o_ 
to .~y  sym~e~e and s-~ch that 13(A) is a sub,graph of a 4~ckade. 
~ ~  3.2. An obvious modification of Example 3.1 is to the case of 
digraphs. For D a d~raph and (z, y) an s~rc of D, define the 3 -d~h 
c ~  by adjoining the vertices zl and z: and the a .~ i . -  
-~  - -  ~, ~ " "~ '1]  ' 
(z ~, ~ (z~, y) to D. A digraph D is called a directed 4-coc~4e if it ~ be 
obtai;ned from a ~yde c4 by a finite sequence of 3~ipath constmctiom. 
s~'ongiy connected and bipartite. Moreover, it turns out that every cycle of 
inch a digraph has i~a~ f~r. This is in contrast to the 4-coc~'-~des, -which 
have, in general, |on$ cycles as well ~ ~ny  o~zycies in the underlying 
digraph. 
Observe that every directs] 4.coo_ksde can be obtained ~om some 
4-cockade by orienting one edge of the latter and forcing aU other edges to be 
consistently ordered. Conversdy, every ~kade can be obtained from a 
directed 4-cockade by replacing each arc with an edge. Let D 4 be the ~t  of 
directed 4-cockades° 
We have A ~ D4 if D(A) ~ D~. Note that D ~ D 4 is ministmn~ i.e., the 
removal of any arc leaves a digraph which is not strong. An arc of D is ca~ed 
an ~n~"m~" aw if it be|on~ to more than one 4-cycle. T'~e number of g~ 
components of D r~~g a~er a~ interior are ~ removed equa~ the 
number of 4-cycles in,dent at the arc. ~ (x, ~) is not an interior arc, we ca~ 
Fxo. 6. D~- t~ 4~ckades. 
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it an ~ arc. The remove] of an exterior arc leaves only one weak 
4. "n-x~_. CLASSES ~ (MOSTLY FO~ SM~_.L ~) 
The desses ~ were first inuoduced by Ma~ [11]. They are de~ed 
as follows. Let D be a digraph. We say D ~= ,f~ if D has no cycle of length 
greater than p and at least one cycle of length p. The matrix A wfl] belong 
D(A)=_ j,. 
For p = 2 this class was s~udied in [9], and we showed there ~at  A is 
irreducible and in ~ if and only if it is combinatoria~y s mmetric and 
hence D(A) is a tree, i.e., A ~ ,p'~ and irreducib|e if an~ only if A ~ ~'. In 
[9] we introduced the class Q, ffi (A ~/~l  A ~educib~e). The ~ove theo- 
~m suggested to ~ ~e |oHowing general definition: Qp ffi { A ~ J~[ A is 
comb~am~ri~y symmetric and irreducible}. In [11] we proved a theorem 
about Q~. Let D be a strong " .... ' mSr',,p~. Wc ~ "~'- ...... ,  a rc  (~,  y) vf D a 
~ ~  ff its removal causes D to be no |onger strong. 
~e fo~ ~._'~_~g ,~s  we~ ~ ~_-~t_~t out in [Ii]. If A ~ Q~, ~._~h b/oc~ 
of G(A) must be. a line or a ~m~_gle of G(A). Moreover, if X is a su~et of 
vertices d G(A) w~ iXi >I 4 and -'" the u vertex indueed subgmph (3:) of 
G(A) is ~'~nnected, then X must contain at least one eu~oint. 
Let us inquire how the ~ ~ is ~elatul to the ~ 5". Reck, first, 
that the e~ph ~-_ i~ ~e~:! a ~ if it is a cye]e of ~--~'~u~u ~ Let T be a 
tree. We intrcdu~ two rules for eonstrue'~ug tr~ng]es on T: 
(i) If e Js ~ -edge of T, we adjoin a vertex v to T and edges connecting v 
to the endpoints of 
(ii) If v is a vertex of T of degree >i ~, we |oin two vertices adjacent to v 
with an edge. 
Rule O) can be c~ a vcx~cx c~n~%~on ~d n~e (fi) an ~gc  ccnsl~uc~cn. 
Let _Q_~5") be the set of graphs C obtainable f~m ~mc ~c  T by ~e~_ _s~vc 
app]icatioas of ~es  ~i) and (fi) (at ]e~.st one app-H_~_..~on), ~ sud~ a ~ay ~at  
every pair of ~ .~a~s o~ G either are disjoint or ~tc~t  at a ~Ai~irac v~rtcx 
of G. 
i I" / /  
n 
I A i / ;X  
l,-~c. 7. ~ments d Q3. 
T~mo~ 3. Q3(3-) = Qs. 
general we can obtain many elements of Q3 koma given tree T. Some 
examples are shown in Fig'~ure 7. -In co~t ing  the G~(T) !~ this example 
we have appked our rides s mmnh-num nmnber of Umes. Observe that the 
~~ndmg nm~c~ are of size 5 × 5, 7 × 7, and 9 × 9, respecuvdy. 
We shall describe yet another way to construct elements of ,fs from a 
J -_a.  ~_~ ~-,,,~,~ol d T starting with tree T. in th~ con~i /un  we a le  a ~v~ ,  u,,.,,__, 
any pendent vertex, which we label xl. In general, when we have reached the 
vertex x t we adjoin to T an are from x i to any vertex y satisfying 
d(x~, y )= 2 un!~ (a) y has already been traversed (,.'.~e., y ffi x# for ~ < i) or 
~)  there is already an arc from some vertex xj with j < ~ to y. ~ the set of 
such verticos is empty, we move to a neighbor of x i not ~y-  vi~ted 
provided one exists. And ff no inch neighbor e~,s ,  we backtrack. Call the 
c~ of -~-_..__L.. .... ~r~p~ consh-act~ in ~ way D(ff'). 
Let us illustrate t]~ procedure on the simplest noneaterpfllar, with xx - 1. 
The digraph constructed from T ~ shown in Figure 8. The corresponding 
,2 j 
Fxc. 8. An element of J~ - ©~° 
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~~ where an x denotes a nonzex~ 
A~ 
"It 
x x 0 0 0 O~ 
x x x 0 x 0 
0 x x x x x x 
0 0 x x x 0 0 • 
il 0 0 0 0 0 x 
Here are some interesting subc~ of j3. We say that A is a nu~nud 
e ~  of J3  if the addition of any arc to D(A) results in a cycle cf |ength 
greater ~ 3. 
The following re~,]t ~ be ~ved ~ng graph theore~c methods. 
T~o_~J~ 4. E~.~ element of D(Y') is a n~nud e l~~ of J3. 
a ~m.xinud deme~ of Jr,. 
Nv seri~-~s work has been done on the cb~s J4. But it is easy to see that 
there are some radical differmces between J~ and ~.  Con,&r, for 
examp~ the class Q4 of irre~Jcib|e, combinatort~y u~ne~c n~trices A 
in ~.  The graph G shown in Figure 9 be|on~ to Q4 for any n. The 
.corresponding matrix has the form. A ffi [a tJ] with a tj ~ 0 if either i = 1, n or 
j ffi 1, n, and pombly for i ffi j, and with a~, ffi 0 otherwise. Thus a block of 
G(A) may have any ~ and G(A) nee~ not have any cutpoints. T~ 
contrasts spectacularly with properUes of the class Q3. 
Observe, however, t~t  the c~tss o~ has a substantial intersection with 
~.  ~deed, A ~ J4 -  ~ if and only if D(A) has at ]east. one cycle of leng~ 
~. For e~p|e ,  if ~e ~7,e [1, n] is deleted from G above, the rv~1~ng 
matrix can be permuted into the form 
~ Dn_  2 
~th A: a 2 × n -  2 matrix and Ao_ an n -  9. × 2 matrix. 
Before l~vmg the classes J~, which are obviously prh'narfly of intere~ 
when p is small w~th respect to n, [ cannot resist pointing out an example of 
interest for all values of p > 2 (relative to n). Call the ma~ A u~icycHc if 
D(A) -has e~actl7 c~ ::~-'c~, of length greater than 2. Every irred_nc~le 
~n~cyd~c matrix may be constructed by starting with a tree T and adjoining 
either exactly one arc or exactly one edge. "l~eretore we s~ den,.;~ te,(~ 
class by C r. F~ch e|ement of C r belongs to a ~mique class ,f~. 
5. RECURRF~CE REIA~IONS AND HESSENBERG MATRICES 
A ~ fact " ~ ~"~"~ awm, ,~ on~ matrices is that successive principal sub- 
wa~e~ ~. .~y a three term recurrence relation. The same is true of the 
matrix A -  X I for A tridiagonal. This recurrence relation is used to help 
establish fun~enta l  results about he eigenvalue pmbiem for such nmtrices. 
Of course, tr~diagonal matrices were the first matrices in the class ~r to be 
seriously studied. The theory goes back to Jacobi; hence they are often c~Aled 
jacooi matrices. But the most extensive study of these matrices is d_ue to 
Stunn. In fact, his famous work on Sturm chains was developed in connection 
with his mseareh on tridiagonal matrices. (See [4] for the history of tridiago- 
hal matrices.) 
A natural question to ask is, are there other famih'es of matrices atisfying 
difference _equations? The aa.~wer is yes. Let us consider, for examp|e, a
ma~ ~|ong~ag te the class ,f4; n.~.e!y A = [aj~] where a~, ~ 0 if and • :t $ 
only ff -1  < i - ]  < 3. For such a matrix we ha~;e the digraph shown in 
Figure 10. 
Fxc. 10. A lower He~n~r~ aDh,  
Let us set d~h)  equal to the kth leading p.~.ze~p~ ~e&aor f A -  2~I ~or 
k - O, 1,..., n. Then, with the help of D(A) [ - D(A - hi)] we deduce the 
formula 
a I ,~  % 
- ak.k-sa~,-s.k-~ak-,.~,_ ~ak_ ~.~,d~_~(X), 
valid for k >t 4. Here we have set do(2k)---1. Clearly we also have dt(~.) -  
a l l -  2k, and 
a~.(x) = ( , ,=  - x )a , (x  ) - , , , , , , , ,ao(X ), (z~) 
a : (x )  ffi ( , ,=  - a )a , (x )  - a=,,,oa,(x) + ~ ~  ~,.o~X). ~' (g b) 
Thus the successive leading princin~d minors of A -  ~I satisfy recurrence 
rehUom [4]. 
we write out ~e equations of the eigenvedue problem Au = ;~u and set 
t~2 --'-- - -  a 12~2,  • • • ,  t~k --" ( - 1)k-~an'"ak_~,~u~,, 
we obtain, after some algebraic manipulat~on__s, ~e  following system: 
(a, .z-  ~)~-  v, = O, -a~a~zvz+(a~-~)v~-~s~-O, 
at~amastvz- ama:~v, + (a~-  2~)v~ - v~ ffi O, 
~ _2ak_  k - lak -LkVk-2  "-" ak ,  k -3ak-3 ,  k-9.ak-9.,  k -  lak  - 1, klDk-3 ~'" 'k. k, ~, 
- ak.k- lak- 1.~o~-1 +(akk -- ~')Vk -- Vk+,----- 0. 
IdentL~g ~ v~tL d~_~(~), we see that the v's ~t~s~ pree~ely the same 
recurren~ reh~,on~  ~c. ~ucncc  of dk's. In ~Lr~cuhr, if ~ -- ~ is the .~ 
eigenv~uc o~ thv matrix A, then the eorre~l:~ndmg ~gcnvector ui= 
(up,. . . ,  ~i.) m~t be ~ven by a mult~p|e of ~e  vector 
~ " ~ f ~  ' ~ lg~2 3 o , • ~n- l ,n  
will provide ~ght  into various properties of ~e  eigenve~es ~d eigeavec- 
tots of the matrix A. 
Now ~o,',--'- r~ t~ .A i~ z ]~wer Hessenberg matrix of a special type. But i t  
is clear that every lower H~sen_~ ~ must have the property that 
successive principal minors ol A -  X I sat i~ a sequence of recurrences. 
Mo.-e~ver, the c~cu~tions perform_ed above ~d] ¢ma-y over ~ to the 
general ease, so that the components of each eigenv~tor also satisfy 
recurrences. It ~ow~ ~t ,  to the extent hat we can successfully analyze the 
properties of the recurrences, we shall be able to study the spectrai pmpe~ 
of the corres~n~ng m~ces .  
Up to t_his point we have directed o,,~ atten~on to ~~c proper'des of
trees (or at least of some trees) and gen~~ these properties in order to 
define other classes of matrices. Now', however, I call our attention to a 
f~'dly of c l~,u~ of g ra~ whi~ inded~ the cl~s f as a special case. We 
shall defoe the class ~ of k-trees inductively. A k-tree is a graph on n >f k 
vertices defined in the following way. A k-tree on k vertices is a k-clique. If 
• %.o is a k-tree on n vertices, then a/:-tree on n + i vertices is obtained by 
adjo~fing a new vertex and making it adjacent prect~ly to the vertices of a 
k-c|k~m of T~, o. The class ,~,  k >i I, is the class d grap~ obtainable by such 
a con~racticn. It is easy to verily that 3" = ~.  The mat~ A will ~,~ called a 
k-tree fl G(A)e  ,,q'k. Obvio~ly ~ch rna~s are always eombinator~!y 
~mne_~_'c. We ~ also wrRe A E ~,  
~t is not clear w~ere k-trees first appeared, although 2,-trees were .-~- 
patently familiar to early researchers in electrical circuit theory. It mdy 
that ~neeker  was f ~  wi~ the concept, Ce,-~dn!y k-tr~s in general 
b~ave played an important role in the recent ~_r~ on somme maL~ theory 
(~ [15]). ]~ the, pa~r  [12] ~ showed t~t  k-trees ~ nat~n~y mthe s~dy 
app~er~t~y ~e iv~t  s~'L~c a~en~on only ~ t~c sparse matr~ Lh~ry 
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F~c. 1i. Gt A) for A flve~i~go__~]. 
literature. Let me argue, therefore, for the study of such matrices, concentrat- 
ing u~n ~e S.trees. 
Here are two examples of ~.trees. 
l i -  ji < 2. Thus A is a f i v~gona l  ma~.  We r~ve G(~)  as sno~,~n i  
Figure 11 for n even. Clearly G(A) b a 2-tree. 
~ I ~  6.~. Let A ffi [a~ ] satisfy a, @ 0 if and on_]y ~ either i -  ], 
~= j or 2. or ~ ---- 1 Or p,. The l~ ,~ l~g matrig J O| order ,  = 9.k + 1 is as shown: 
= 
1 
z z x 0 0 . . -  0 0 
x x 0 x 0 . - .  0 Oi  ° 
t 
. • • • ,; • 
z .~*' 0 0 0 . . -  0 z 
Notice that, ff we intero~mge vertices 9. and ~"-  + 1 in t l~ example, we 
ob~n the matrix in Q~ ~m-~ted ea~er in Figure 9. 
The 2 -~ enjoy many interes~g pmpe~ ~c~ could certainly be 
exploited in the study of matr~ 2-~e~. Moreover, they are . , , ,  ,~ . ,~ , , .~  
our p~viot~ c !a~,  as we saw in Example 6.2 above. Some of the results 
below are easy co~3uences of remits in [15]: and some, including Theorem 
5, 8.re ~eW. 
Note ~.r~ that if T~ ~ a 2-tr~ on n ver~ces, then there are 2n - 3 edges 
m 1~ and n -  ~ t r~]es .  An edge of a ~e is called an ~nte~ ¢d~e if it 
be lo~ to ~t !~ ~,~o ~,anglm; otherwise it is an ~ e.@e. A ~~e of 
s ~ is can~ an in~or.  ~a~/e  if each of its e~ge~ is an i~eHor edge, 
2-~e equals m + 3, whe~ m is ~e  number of interior edges. Thas ~e o~y 
2~_~e i_n Q~ ~s the (unique) 2-tree on three vertices, and_ the family of ~-trees 
illust,_ted ~ E~ple  6.2 above are the only 2-trees in Q~ (m = I). 
In order to go deeper into the theory of ~trees it is useful to consider 
sepamte!y he 2 ~  having interior L--~vso "~ have the ~oUowmg result, 
for example. 
Trmo~.~,~ 5. Let T~ be, a 2..~e on n t~rtices wiih k internal edges and i 
~n~u~l ~g le ,  s. Let b be the numbe~" of boundary niang~ of T,. 
b=.-(~+~)+~. 
~e may ~ow, as a eonseqaen~ ~ ~ ~,,--'a~ that 
[- ] 
It fo]]ow~ ~hat a ~ee must hax~ at le~ six vertices in order that it have an 
~-~,~,, ~n~|~-- Another, more ~"~'=~-o "~y -~ writing ~e rela~ons 
between the munbe~ b, k, n, and ~ is that 
b+kfn - l+ i .  
In fact, suppose i = O. Th~ we can associate with the 2-tree T 2 a unique 
~ee~ T(T2), ~ fdJows. The vertices of T(T.~) ~ the interior edges oE ~% 
together w i~ an exterior edge from each boundary tr~ngie. Two vertices of 
T(TI) are adjacent if they belong to the same triangle of T~. Since Tg. contains 
no interior triangles, T(T2) is a tree on n -  I vertices. Thus T(T,_) has n -  2 
edges, i.e. the number of edges of T(T¢) is the same as the number of 
~qangles of To. There are munber of other quantities associated with T(T..) 
~~nc~ng to cpmntiU~ of Ta. For example, since T(T~) has n -  1 
co~=~nd to ~..~_.ges of T(Ta) and ~e hence in I-I co _~__~pondence with 
~~es of ~. The re~g (n- iXn- 2)/2-(n- l) p~ ~e chords of 
T(T~), and each one induces a cycle. It turns out that ff a chord of T(T~) 
~-~,~ a cycle n_f !en~& k- th~n it ~__rresponds to a ~yc!o ~ ]en~¢~_ k + 1 in 
T 2, i.e., the number of cyc|es of length ~ induced by chords of r (~)  is the 
• ~ ~ + ..... v,,~ ,~, ~ ,~A,~, ,  
cor r~n~ns  ~o each tree T on n -  1 verti~s ~e~ is ~ an ise  S-tree T~(T) 
on ~ v~ces  ~ns~g of n -  ~ trmgles corre~nding to the edges of the 
tree T, ~th  t~o t r~e~ ~ g  a con~on edge ff and only ff the 
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convspO~ nding edges of T share a c~mmon vertex, The correspondence ~ 
have just ~gshed en~|es us to carry a t~emendous body o~ theory over 
horn ~ to ~ .  Let us denote the chss o~ ~-trees without interior 
It should be possible to use the ~ove results in c~er to ob~ ~y 
~nsights into the  - - ' - - - -~- -  H~a~--~,,~a~ a l l  ~'9~0" 
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